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Abstract 
We determine the maximum area of a rectangular food trolley that can be pushed around a 
corner. We also discuss various pushing strategies. 
1. Introduction 
We are going to treat the following optimization problem with minor variations. 
The Food Trolley Problem. What is the maximum area of a rectangular food trolley 
that can be pushed around a corner (Fig. 1) between two corridors of given widths 
that meet at a certain angle? 
We shall see that in most cases, the maximum area is equal to the area of the 
parallelogram made up by the corridor walls and their extensions, i.e. ablsincr if the 
corridor widths are a and b and the angle is a. In particular, we have that for fixed 
corridor widths the right angle is worst possible, contrary to most people’s intuition. 
The food trolley problem is related to other problems studied in the literature: the 
sofa problem and the piano mover’s problem. We start by describing these connections. 
1.1. The sofa problem 
The sofa problem is that of finding the shape of largest area that can be moved 
around a right-angled corner in a corridor of unit width. It was first stated in print in 
1966 by Moser [4]. 
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Fig. 1. Two corridors, a comer, a parallelogram, and a food trolley. 
Several authors, such as Conway, Hammersley and Shephard, have worked on the 
sofa problem. The most recent result seems to be by Gerver [3] who has found a shape 
of area 2.2195 which seems to be optimal. Compare this result to the maximum area 
of a rectangle shape, which by our formula above is one unit! 
An entertaining exposition of the sofa problem can be found in the last chapter of 
Stewart’s book on mathematical recreations from 1992 [6]. 
The food trolley problem differs from the sofa problem in that we restrict our at- 
tention to rectangular shapes. On the other hand, we want to deal with general angles 
and corridor widths. 
1.2. The piano mover’s problem 
In robotics, a fundamental and much studied problem is the so-called piano mover’s 
problem: Is there a continuous motion that will take a given body from a given initial 
position to a desired final position subject to certain geometric constraints? It is an 
instance of the two-dimensional piano mover’s problem to decide whether a given 
food trolley can be pushed around the corner. 
The standard technique for tackling the piano mover’s problem involves methods 
from algebraic geometry and algebraic topology. A recent reference is [5]. In particu- 
lar, the two-dimensional piano mover’s problem has been treated by several authors. 
Schwartz and Sharir [7] found a polynomial algorithm for the decision problem using 
cylindrical algebraic decompositions. Davenport [l] did the explicit computations for 
algebraic decomposition of a problem resembling the food trolley situation with two 
straight corridors meeting at a corner, but in which the body to be moved was a 
“ladder”, i.e. a line segment (or an infinitesimally thin food trolley, serving a single 
spaghetti straw). This very simple instance of the problem reduced to finding the real 
roots of 250 polynomials of degree up to 26. 
Although, as suggested by a referee, it might be doable to solve the food trolley 
problem using the Schwartz-Sharir technique combined with an optimization step, we 
see from Davenport’s computations for the simpler problem that the complexity is hor- 
rible. The complexity of solving the piano mover’s problem by algebraic means makes 
our elementary solution to the food trolley optimization problem all the more peculiar. 
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Fig. 2. The optimal tables in critical situations for corridors of unit widths and angles 105’, 90’ and 75’, 
with areas 1.035, 1.000 and 1.035, respectively. 
1.3. The history of our solution 
We first encountered Davenport’s ladder problem (described above) in a text-book 
on numerical analysis by Gerald and Wheatley [2]. They gave a numerical treatment 
of the corresponding optimization problem: which is the longest ladder that can be 
carried around the corner of two meeting corridors? 
At the time we were developing a computer lab course on numerical methods at 
KTH, so we were looking for more demanding problems to use as student exercises. 
We adapted the ladder problem by asking instead for the maximum area of a rectangular 
food trolley that can negotiate the turn around the corner, for some fixed corridor widths 
and different values of the angle CI (we requested 90”, 95” and 100’). We suggested 
the following scheme for solving the problem. For each width of the trolley, determine 
numerically the greatest possible length. Then maximize the area numerically. (See the 
appendix for details.) 
For fixed corridor widths a and b, the maximum area increases when the angle CI 
increases from 90” to 95” to 100” - as one would expect, since the path becomes 
increasingly straighter. This computer laboration was given for a couple of years until 
one student observed that if he tried with acute angles, 85” and 80”, he got the same 
maximum area as for the obtuse angles 95” and loo”, respectively. In other words, the 
maximum area A,,(a) seemed to be a symmetric function around LX= 90”, having a 
minimum at the right angle! See Fig. 2. 
After the initial surprise, we managed to prove that this is indeed the case by analyz- 
ing algebraically the equation (Eq. (A. 1) in the appendix). We found A,, = ah/sin LX, 
which is also the area of the parallelogram made up by the corridor walls and their 
extensions. This was once again surprising to us, since this parallelogram shape is the 
largest shape that can be negotiated if we “cheat” and push the trolley into the corner 
and pull it out sideways. In other words, cheating in this way will do you no good. 
One year later, a new student remarked that at the critical situation, i.e. the point 
in the motion where the optimal trolley fits snugly in the corner, the upper comers of 
the trolley seemed to lie at each of the two crossing-points between the outer wall of 
one corridor and the extension of the inner wall of the other corridor. See Fig. 3. 
This observation was the key to better understanding of the food trolley problem, 
yielding the elementary solution that we present in the next section. 
However, the symmetry A,,(U) =A,,( 180” - LX) cannot hold for really small a, as 
we discuss in Section 2.2. This was pointed out to us by Aviezri Fraenkel. 
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Fig. 3. The critical situation. Observe the parallelogram of area ab/sina. 
Fig. 4. An auxiliary line touching the comer creates a triangle. The trolley must at some point be contained 
within the triangle. 
2. Solving the food trolley problem 
We shall start by showing how to obtain the upper bound A,,, < ablsin CI. We then 
proceed to discuss, in turn, obtuse angles, acute angles, different pushing strategies and 
finally parallelogram-shaped trolleys. 
Lemma 1. Any rectangular trolley that can be pushed around a corner at angle u 
between two corridors of width a and b must have area less than or equal to abfsin cc 
Proof. If we draw any line through the corridors and touching the comer, it creates a 
triangle together with the two outer corridor walls. See Fig. 4. At some point during 
the motion, the trolley must be contained within the triangle. 
It is easy to verify that the greatest area of a rectangle contained in a triangle is 
half the triangle’s area. 
Now choose the particular triangle created by the line parallel to the northeast- 
southwest diagonal of the parallelogram constructed by the corridor walls and their 
extensions, see Fig. 3. Clearly half this triangle area equals the parallelogram area. 0 
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Fig. 5. Construction fpoint D. 
Let the unique trolley defined by Fig. 3 henceforth be known as the “candidate”. 
2.1. Obtuse angles 
In order to show that A ,,,= = ablsin CI it is now enough to verify that it is possible to 
move continuously the candidate given by Fig. 3. For CI > 90”) we have found a neat 
geometric description: 
Let A and B be the endpoints of the outer edge of the trolley. Let C be the point 
of the inner edge that touches the corner in the critical situation. Construct a point D 
(Fig. 5) as the intersection of the two lines through A and B, respectively, that are 
perpendicular to the corresponding walls. Consider the triangle LIABD. 
By definition of the critical situation, A and B lie on the extensions of the inner 
walls. Therefore the inner walls and their extensions coincide with the altitudes against 
sides m and m. A classical theorem says that all three altitudes in a triangle meet 
in one point, which is our point C. Hence, od is perpendicular to the inner edge of 
the trolley in the critical situation. 
We shall now see how the food trolley can be moved continuously from a position 
parallel to the walls in the upper corridor to a position parallel to the walls in the left 
corridor. The motion is simply rotation about point D! The circle arc (Fig. 6) describing 
the orbit of point A never crosses the crucial wall. The same goes for point B. And 
the inner edge of the trolley will always coincide with the tangent of the circle arc of 
point C, which never cuts the comer. (Here we use the assumption that the angle is 
not acute, in which case the point D would lie inside the trolley.) 
2.2. Acute angles 
For acute angles, we have not found an easy geometric way to show that the candi- 
date (constructed as in Fig. 3) does not get stuck. In fact, it does get stuck for small 
enough angles! 
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Fig. 6. Three circle arcs describing the motion of three points of the trolley. 
Fig. 7. The three steps in getting around an acute comer. In the second step, we must pass the critical angle 
when the candidate trolley fits snugly. 
If there is a motion possible for the trolley, it can clearly be conducted in the 
following three steps. First, push the trolley into the corner and turn it slightly so that 
the front edge coincides with the second corridor wall and the back edge has a corner 
on the first wall. Second, turn the trolley around, always with a comer on each wall, 
passing the critical situation, until finally the back edge coincides with the first wall. 
Third, turn it slightly more and push it out into the second corridor. See Fig. 7. 
We know by definition that the candidate will touch the inner corner at some point 
during step two. To show that it does not get any worse than that, we can no longer 
refer to an elegant geometric construction as in the obtuse case. However, we can 
show it analytically by some elementary but quite tedious differentiations manipulations, 
which we omit here. 
So, step two is fine. But we have to consider a new phenomenon. Up to now we 
have only seen trolleys get stuck with one side touching the corner and the other side 
touching both walls. Logically, though, there is one more possibility, namely, getting 
stuck diagonally, see Fig. 8. This case never arose for obtuse angles, but it will be 
significant for sufficiently small angles. 
Therefore, the question is reduced to whether the trolley will manage the first and 
third steps of the motion. In other words, will the trolley get stuck with diagonally 
opposite corners on the two outer walls? It is not easy to compute exactly when this 
phenomenon starts occurring. Let us denote the largest angle for which the candidate 
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Fig. 8. A new critical situation for acute angles: the food trolley gets stuck diagonally. 
gets stuck diagonally. For the right angle, a = 90”, the candidate is strictly narrower 
than both corridors, so it is evident that it cannot get stuck diagonally. Thus a0 is 
always strictly less than 90”. 
It is possible to use a computer algebra system to determine an explicit relation 
between ~0, a and b. Maple gave a polynomial equation of 18 pages size, too big to 
solve. However, in the special case when the widths a and b are equal, it simplifies to 
one polynomial equation of degree seventeen. Its solution is as = 60.066”. When the 
ratio between the widths increase, the breakpoint angle CIO tends to 90”. 
2.2.1. How large is the maximum area for smaller angles? 
At the breakpoint a0 the maximum area ceases to attain the value ablsina. However, 
from our numerical experiments it seems that the maximum area continues to increase 
with decreasing angle for fixed corridor widths! 
When the angle a tends to zero, it is clear that the maximum area is obtained for a 
trolley that has breadth equaling the smaller corridor width, say a, and diagonal very 
close to a + b. This trolley has area ad-. In particular, for a = b = 1 the limit 
value of the area is & (Fig. 9). 
To conclude, this is what we know about the food trolley problem: 
Theorem 2. For fixed corridor widths a< b, the maximum area of a rectangular food 
trolley that can be pushed front first around a corner of angle a is A,_(u) = ah/sin a 
for a0 < a < 180”. The breakpoint a0 is 60.066” when a = b, and in general strictly 
less than 90”. When a tends to zero, A,,(a) tends to ad%?%& 
Furthermore, we believe that a = 90” is the unique minimum. 
2.3. New pushing strategies 
When the angle gets smaller, the ratio between the maximum area that can be moved 
around the comer and the wished-for result abjsin a tends to zero, as we saw above. 
However, there exist two alternatives to the ordinary pushing strategy of always going 
front first. First, we can push the trolley into the comer and pull it out backside first 
(BSF). Second, we can push the trolley into the comer and pull it out laterally. The 
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Fig. 9. The diagram shows the maximum area of a food trolley that can negotiate the comer between two 
corridors of unit width, for varying angle a. For tl> 60.066’ the max area is l/sin a. When a: tends to zero, 
the max area tends to the square-root of three. 
second strategy will be most useful for certain parallelogram shapes as we discuss in 
the next section. 
Bud news. Using the BSF strategy we can never succeed with a rectangular trolley 
of area ah/sin CI. There is only one possible candidate: the trolley of breadth equaling 
the smaller corridor width, say a, and length b/sins so that the backside will end at 
the comer when the trolley is pushed in as far as possible. We claim that the candidate 
is stuck in this position. 
We sketch now how one can verifiy that the trolley is stuck. First form the expression 
for the maximal length of a trolley of given breadth and orientation, analogous to how 
forward-pushing is treated in the appendix. It turns out that for our fixed width, the 
derivative of the maximal length with respect to the rotation is zero at the position we 
want to study. However, the second derivative is negative, which implies that when 
we try to turn the trolley, the maximal allowed length decreases, so this trolley is in 
fact stuck. 
Good news. We have let the computer find the optimal area under BSF pushing for 
varying parameters. It turns out that the “performance”, defined as the ratio between 
the maximum area using BSF pushing and the wished-for result ablsin a, is quite good. 
To begin with, it seems obvious that for fixed a and b, the performance tends to 1 
when a tends to zero, while for a fixed acute angle a, the performance tends to 1 when 
the ratio b/a tends to infinity. 
To our surprise, the worst performance does not come when the ratio b/a is 1, but 
rather when the ratio is somewhere around 1.45. For this worst case, the performance 
is still better than 90% for angles smaller than 70”. 
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Fig. 10. The diagram shows the max area of a food trolley that can negotiate the comer between two 
corridors of unit width, for varying angle a, when optimal strategies are used. For small angles, BSF is 
optimal. At 53.73’, front-forward pushing becomes optimal. The parallelogram area l/sin a is indicated by 
the dotted curve. From 60.07’ and on, the parallelogram area is attained. 
2.3.1. Conclusion 
If both front-forward and backside-first pushing is allowed, the maximum 
area is never less than about 90% of the parallelogram area ablsin ~1. In 
the case of equally wide corridors, a = b = 1, the performance is even better. As we 
have said before, for angles a greater than 60.07” the area l/sins is attained by 
front-forward pushing. For angles between 53.73” and 60.07” front-forward pushing 
is still the best available strategy, but yielding results slightly less than l/sin a. For 
angles less than 53.73”, backside-first pushing is superior. The worst performance 
is obtained at the breakpoint a =53.73” : 98% of the parallelogram area! See 
Fig. 10. 
2.4. Parallelogram shapes 
Let us now relax the food trolley problem to allow any parallelogram shaped trolley. 
The object is still to optimize the area. 
A first observation is that, as was the case for rectangles, the maximal area of a 
parallelogram contained in a triangle is half the triangle area, so the argument for the 
upper bound of ah/sin CI in Lemma 1 is still valid. 
The main point in allowing parallelograms is that for any angle a and any cor- 
ridor widths a and b, we can always find a parallelogram shaped trolley of area 
A tnax = ablsin a that manages the comer. 1 The trick is to use our old friend, the 
parallelogram formed by the corridor walls and their extensions; such a shape can 
be pushed into the comer and be pulled out sideways. 
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Appendix. Numerical solution method 
For a given width w of the trolley, and a given angle y relative to the upper corridor, 
determine an expression /-(y, w) for the greatest possible length of the trolley: 
&n&J, w) = 
b-wcos(l80”-cr-y) + a-wcosy 
sin( 180° - CI - y) siny ’ 
(A.1) 
see Fig. 11. Then fix a width w and minimize over the rotation y to find the sharpest 
bound, 
e(w) = m? &dy, w>, 
by solving numerically the equation 
using e.g. the secant method. Now we have the maximum area A(w)= w/(w) for a 
fixed width w. To find the optimal trolley area A max over all w is now a one-dimensional 
optimization problem and is solved efficiently by golden section search. All numerical 
treatment can be done to arbitrary precision. In particular, Figs. 9 and 10 are completely 
accurate. 
In analogy with Eq. (A.l) we can set up another equation for the maximal length 
lmax(y, w) of a rectangle of width w at an angle y with the first corridor, for the range 
of angles when the maximal rectangle has diagonally opposite corners touching the 
walls: 
&ax(Y, WI = 1 
’ b-wcos(l8O”-cl-y)+ a 
sin( 180” - a - y) cos(y - 90”) 
ror ru-~y~lw” -a; 
b 
. cos(90” - a - y) 
+ 
a - wcosy 
sin y 
for O<yY90” -a. 
We are interested in 
4~) = 4” hax(y, w) 
Fig. 11. The food trolley of maximal length to fit in the corner for given width w and rotation y. 
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for 0 < y < 90” - a and for 90” < y < 180” - a. We get stuck if the critical length e(w) 
is less than the length of our candidate when w is the breadth of the candidate. This 
will happen when the angle a is small enough. 
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